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Tripaneer used Snowplow Insights to accomplish three 
important goals: understand the complete customer 
journey, ensure accurate attribution, and use real-time 
experimentation for creating better user experiences.

CASE STUDY

How Tripaneer uses their event-level 
data to map their multi-channel 
customer journey 
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Tripaneer is one of the world’s leading marketplaces 
where prospective travelers can research and discover 
unique global travel experiences and ultimately plan and 
safely book these adventures. 

Background

1 https://blog.dealroom.co/online-travel-a-deep-dive/

Company 

Tripaneer, a dynamic, fast-growing travel startup 
founded in the Netherlands in 2013, leads the way  
in helping travelers discover and book unique  
travel experiences. 

Challenges 

• Replace outgrown, homegrown data collection pipeline to ensure 

accurate and complete data collection 

• Build an accurate attribution model  

• Collect granular, event-level data to learn how people browse 

and use the site before making a purchase 

• Gain access to the raw data instead of only sample data from GA 

• Be able to build and deploy experiments easily  

Solutions 

• Snowplow data collection pipeline to track all events on both 

client and server side 

• Snowplow to understand customer journey  

• Snowplow to experiment freely and flexibly on marketing and 

retargeting efforts

Tripaneer at glance

Focused on action-oriented, thematic, multi-day holidays, such as yoga, surf, 
safaris, motorcycling, horse riding, martial arts, and more, Tripaneer is all about 
matching individuals up with the unforgettable travel experience that matches 
their needs and desires. 

In a highly competitive and diverse landscape, where big travel-industry players 
are constantly making moves toward the underserved1 and more niche “travel 
experiences” space, Tripaneer differentiates by upending the traditional travel-
booking path. A would-be traveler, instead of knowing their destination first, can 
select an activity and find a variety of possible experiences that, when filtered 
further, can match just what they are looking for. Tripaneer, in this way, creates 
unique and personalized user experiences from the moment prospective 
customers begin their research journey on their site. With the power of data, 
Tripaneer is able to help guide the customer journey while providing a user-
friendly, informative and easy-to-use platform across devices. 

https://blog.dealroom.co/online-travel-a-deep-dive/
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Understanding the convoluted 
customer journey  

To fully understand customers and their intent, 
event-level data tracking across the customer 
journey is the only way to make informed, data-
driven decisions about what to build, what to offer, 
and to predict what customers will do next. For 
Tripaneer, this meant that they needed to be able to 
get all their raw data - not just sampled data - and 
retain historical data - and be able to stitch all of 
this together across devices and domains for a 
complete picture. 

Tripaneer’s experience had taught them that the 
customer journey in their travel niche can be 
lengthy and that people do extensive research and 
often need nurturing - they are, in many cases, 
investing in an experience that is more involved and 
more expensive than the standard holiday. 
From Tripaneer’s perspective, both technically and 
for its marketing, having in-depth insight into the 
end-to-end customer journey is key to repeat 
custom/retention, learning to control or predict the 
journey and contributes to continued overall growth.

The challenge Without accurate attribution, 
marketing is working in the dark  

Tripaneer had a homegrown data collection solution 
that they eventually outgrew with the tremendous 
volume of data they were collecting. Data loss and a 
need for something more robust led them to 
consider new data collection options. One of the 
primary reasons for this is the requirement for 
accurate attribution. With multiple marketing 
channels in play, including Google, Bing, Facebook, 
display ads, and their own affiliate program, the 
ability to accurately attribute marketing spend and 
effectiveness was crucial. Because every marketing 
channel will have its own attribution model and 
supplies its own data, Tripaneer received data from 
each platform that didn’t add up. If they were to add 
up the revenue they actually had in hand, all the 
different marketing platforms reflected 
discrepancies and different data. In this way, they 
didn’t have a clear view on campaign and ad-level 
data to be able to decide how to allocate resources 
or attribute marketing spend accurately. 

The same data that gives Tripaneer insight into how 
customers work their way through the sales funnel 
and into how marketing efforts work (or don’t) is at 
the heart of Tripaneer’s next challenges: better 
personalization and retargeting. 

In looking for the best 
ways to grow their 
platform and customer 
base, Tripaneer had a 
few challenges to 
tackle.

“If you want to do multi-
channel marketing well you 
have to understand how 
these different channels 
interact with the customer in 
their research and purchase 
journey.” 
Steven O, Head of Analytics, 
Tripaneer
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With their in-house data collection pipeline  
and the free Google Analytics solution, Tripaneer reached a 
point at which they realized GA did not offer enough 
flexibility to collect all raw data events as they happened. 

The data engineering challenge

“I am a big fan of Snowplow’s immutable raw data 
philosophy. Raw event files are not to be touched  
and the whole architecture design stimulates to model 
the data first before doing any analysis.  
This helps in getting high quality control of data 
models while minimising the risk of losing data  
as everything can be reprocessed or remodelled.  
We liked it so much that we applied it to the rest  
of our analytics infrastructure also.” 
Steven O, Head of Analytics, Tripaneer

Tripaneer’s data analytics strategy was going to demand more. Tripaneer was 
born with experimentation in its DNA and have built custom experimental tools 
since the beginning. They wanted to find an analytics solution that would play 
nicely with their in-house tools and perhaps enhance the whole playing field. 

Evaluating Google360, the Tripaneer data team concluded that it would be 
overkill for their needs while not offering enough of the hands-on flexibility that 
their experimental company culture required. The data team sought the ability 
to play with a tool and build on it. When they discovered Snowplow, they found 
that it gave them all of this and the ability to track every single page view on 
both the client and server side in order to guarantee the accuracy of their 
numbers and to capture every single user event. 
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The solution: 
Snowplow 
Insights

Granularity and 
completeness 

Snowplow being a first-
party data collection 
platform means that 
every single event can be 
captured, enabling more 
accurate attribution and 
conversion tracking.

Snowplow Insights 
proved to be the right 
data collection solution 
for Tripaneer for a 
number of reasons. 

“Initially we tracked only page views and link clicks with Snowplow. But once we 
figured out how easy it is to add trackers, we quickly started adding all kinds of 
events to understand how users browse and search on our site. We even moved all 
our infrastructure tracking and server-side events to Snowplow.” 
Steven O, Head of Analytics, Tripaneer

Stitching together 
the patchwork  

With cross-device tracking 
and robust data collection 
from multiple sources, 
including having historic 
logs, a complete single 
customer view and an end-
to-end customer journey can 
be constructed.

Ownership  
means flexibility 

Ownership of data and 
ability to track what and 
how one wants 
contributes to the 
impetus to experiment 
and get accurate data to 
use across the business.

Snowplow key enablers:
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can revisit and recompute relevant data to help 
make those granular identifications. For 
example, a user visits the Tripaneer site (or 
subdomain) and may visit several times over 
the course of a few days and even signs up for 
an account. Then after ten days using the 
website, the user decides to check out the site 
on mobile and logs in, continuing to use the 
Tripaneer property on both devices.  Suddenly, 
Tripaneer has a rich tapestry of web and mobile 
events to stitch together and match up because 
they now know that these events were triggered 
by the same individual. Now Tripaneer can use 
the historical data to help fill in the blanks and 
piece together the entire customer journey from 
the beginning. 

Many data platforms do user data stitching, but 
most only move forward in time from the 
moment they identify a user from a current 
piece of event data. Owning the historical log 
empowers the user, as Tripaneer has done, to 
reprocess and remodel based on what data they 
have in the data warehouse to do a much deeper 
dive into the customer journey and develop a 
clear single customer view.

Mapping out 
the end-to-end 
customer 
journey

Once Tripaneer implemented 
Snowplow, they were able to get 
access to and fully own all of their 
event-level data and model it the 
way they wanted. This gave them a 
cross-device, chronological event 
log per customer that helped 
develop a deep understanding of 
the end-to-end customer journey. 

Because Snowplow is able to capture all data 
from different sources and across devices, 
Tripaneer can go backwards and forwards 
through the data and stitch it together. If at any 
point in the customer journey, an individual has 
appeared on more than one platform, using 
more than one device, it is difficult to identify 
them definitively. But because Snowplow 
enables the flexibility to go back into the 
historical event log, Tripaneer

€
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“Before Snowplow we weren't able to attribute revenue accurately and 
fully understand which of our marketing channels were generating what 
bookings. Access to our raw events has changed the game.” 
Steven O, Head of Analytics, Tripaneer

With better insight into the customer 
journey, touchpoints, triggers and 
behaviors at different points in the 
sales funnel, Tripaneer is much better 
equipped to develop a sophisticated, 
custom attribution model to 
distribute their marketing budget 
across channels and start to predict 
channels that would deliver 
conversion. 

Tripaneer knew that the average customer 
journey length was relatively long for those who 
did book: 80 percent of those prospects who 
eventually booked did so within 30 days. The 
other 20 percent took more than 30 days to book. 
These figures became Tripaneer’s guideline in 
determining what marketing channels have led 
to purchase within the 30-day window. 

Getting this level of insight comes down to 
having the ability to track everything with an 
unprecedented level of control, accuracy and 
transparency. By using Snowplow, Tripaneer uses 
first-party tracking, which ensures completeness 
and ownership of collected data. It's a way around 
the ad blockers that ensnare and contaminate 
data from collectors like GA. Tripaneer placed a 
premium on ensuring that their website numbers 
matched their bookings/orders, and having 
Snowplow as the data collection pipeline 
safeguarded Tripaneer's ability to collect data 
with a first-party tracking solution placed behind 
their own domain rather than an external third 
party. A critical part of this completeness is also 
the aforementioned ability to stitch together data 
coming in from many sources. 

Impressions Clicks Leads CancellationsCampaign Bookings

#1 1,000,000 40020000 60 30

#2 5,000,000 30045000 30 3

#3 3,500,000 40038000 40 14

Precision 
attribution  
with Snowplow
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As a marketplace, Tripaneer’s website 
is the product, meaning that the 
website experience - from site 
performance to user experience, from 
product information and content to 
look and feel - is paramount.  

In this way, data becomes the most important tool 
in influencing competitive advantage, both in the 
sense that, for the business, it is essential to 
make sure that numbers match up and that 
tracking is accurate, and for the customer, that 
personalization underpins the whole user 
experience. 

Tripaneer was - and remains - in a unique position 
in that experimentation is encouraged, and the 
website coupled with what they can do with data 
(and going forward, real-time data)

gives them the foundation for embedding 
experiments and testing into almost everything 
they do to further develop their product and 
further personalize and improve the user 
experience. 

With Snowplow, it is easy for developers to add 
tracking into the code for the sake of an 
experiment. The tracker will ping the Snowplow 
collector, which collects all the page views with 
relevant experimentation information, e.g., which 
experiments the user was exposed to, which 
variant, which goals have been reached 
(conversion, subscription, etc.), and it is 
automatically aggregated in the backend. For 
example Tripaneer has integrated significance 
testing into pages. At any given time, Tripaneer is 
running anywhere from 10 to 40 experiments. It is 
this experimentation that powers personalization 
efforts and improvements to the user experience 
and will push Tripaneer to the next level of their 
data sophistication in creating recommendation 
engines, ranking experiments, and so on. 

Experimentation 
is key when  
your website  
is your product A B

RESERVEBOOK

10 to 40At any given time, 
Tripaneer is running 
anywhere from experiments
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The Tripaneer 
- Snowplow 
future

The real-time data 
pipeline has already 
begun to define the 
future for Tripaneer and 
its analytics initiatives.

For example, when a customer is on the website, 
and they have triggered certain events, Tripaneer 
can begin to predict intent. The three customer 
events in combination indicate that the customer 
has high intent, which is where real-time data is 
crucial. Once the last event occurs in real time, and 
the data model recognizes the customer’s intent 
level, a pixel can be triggered automatically to re-
market to that customer. Tripaneer is working on 
integrating this functionality now. 

Real-time data is also used to closely monitor the 
many experiments Tripaneer runs. For example, if 
they start an experiment and within an hour, or 
within minutes, want to make sure it is not 
breaking anything on their site, the Elasticsearch 
cluster and Snowplow's real-time pipeline enable 
real-time monitoring to ensure that everything is 
working, and if it isn’t, it can be fixed immediately.

“For high-traffic 
marketplaces, such as 
Tripaneer, understanding the 
performance of experiments 
in real time is a necessity.” 
Steven O, Head of Analytics, 
Tripaneer
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If you would like to learn more about how 
Snowplow can help grow your business, 
request a demo.

https://snowplowanalytics.com/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link
https://snowplowanalytics.com/request-demo/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link

